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protel for iPad Mobile hotel management 
  

Don’t let work tie you down! You are no longer entirely dependent on your computer to manage your hotel with 
protel SPE or MPE. Our iPad App makes your hotel management software accessible anywhere: protel goes 
wherever you go! 

  

 

 

 

Touch me! 

No keyboard or mouse 

required - use your finger to 

manage your hotel. 

The clearly structured layout 

makes working with protel on 

the iPad not only a fun 

experience, but also offers 

great usability even for the 

inexperienced user. 

 
The protel for iPad start-screen menu: All of the functions at a glance. 

  

 

 

The mobile hotel management system protel for iPad is the perfect solution for 
exceeding your guests’ expectations in customer service. Fulfill your guests’ 
every desire and enjoy the freedom of working where it’s most convenient for 
you. 

  

http://www.protel.net/
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Front office  

to go 

protel for iPad offers you and your employees all of the classic front office 
functions. Spare your guests unnecessary waiting and personally greet them with 
a smile while checking them in. Manage booking requests anywhere and 
anytime. Access management reports, evaluate the latest statistics and make 
informed decisions, no matter where you are. Or use iPads as a “floating front 
desks” to flexibly manage peak seasons. 

  

 

 

 

Quick Check in  

with QR code 

Scan QR code and immediately 

enjoy all of the central functions 

used for your guest’s 

reservation! 

 
Check in your guests faster and easier with the quick check-in. 

  

 Some features at a glance 

  Room plan: create reservations, edit room and guest information 

 Room plan type: book more than one room at the same time 

 Create digital registration forms which the guest can immediately sign 

 Retrieve rates and availability 

 Create and edit guest profiles 

 Active lists (arrival, departure, In-house, reservations, housekeeping) 

 Reporting (manager and bookkeeping reports, controlling) 

 Quick check-in with a QR code and much more … 

http://www.protel.net/
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Requirements  

 protel SPE or MPE (SQL) 

 App “protel for iPad” 

 protel Web Services 

 Internet connection 

 an available protel work station 

Requirement for the use of this iPad app is an SQL-based hotel management 
system by protel hotelsoftware GmbH (protel SPE or MPE) with installed 
webserver components (protel Web Services). As soon as you have started the 
app on a mobile device, a protel workstation license will be used. Connection is 
established via the hotel’s Wi-Fi or UMTS.  
 

The app protel for iPad is available in the Apple App Store. 

  
 

Additional protel apps 
 protel Housekeeping is the native app for the Apple iPod touch or the 

iPhone connects housekeeping staff and janitors with the front office, 
speeding up the exchange of information for questions with regards to room 
status. 

 protel Voyager: Travel management for the active (business) guest: Create 
and extend reservations, self-check-in/-check-out, edit guest data All this on 
one mobile terminal. 

  
 

Would you like to learn 

more? 

Please go to our website to find more information about hotel management 
solutions for individual and chain hotels, as well as information about additional 
products designed to make your daily work-life more comfortable.  

  
 

Contact If you have any questions or require more information  
please do not hesitate to contact us! We’d be happy to help you! 

 

protel hotelsoftware GmbH 
Europaplatz 8 
44269 Dortmund 
Germany 

T: +49 231 91 593 0 
F: +49 +49 231 91 593 999 

sales@protel.net 
www.protel.net 
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